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Dear Friends and Well-wishers,
Greetings from Don Bosco School Bandel as we present you this edition of
DBB Beams. In the first place I wish to inform you that Rev. Fr. Anthony
Earathara sdb, the Rector has been transferred and Rev. Fr. Anil Toppo sdb
has taken charge as the Rector of Don Bosco Bandel, Fr. Mathew PV has
been relieved of his additional responsibility as the Vice Principal and Rev. Fr.
Francis Vadakken sdb has been appointed Vice-Principal. We welcome them
to our Don Bosco Bandel family and assure them of our cooperation and
collaboration in their service to our school.
Month of April is a time for everything new; new classes, new teachers, new
companions, new books and new clothes. We at Don Bosco School, Bandel
too began with renewed enthusiasm to celebrate newness. The students of ICSE and ISC have been busy
with their Second Semester Examinations. The school managed examinations and classes all within the
short period of summer schedule, shortened due to the warm and humid days.
Reflecting on the seasons of the year, I realized that we are blessed with warm and humid summer days
and cold and foggy winter days, satisfying both categories of people, those who love woolen and those
who love linen. It must be noted that for nature while summer is the time for growth and development,
winter is the time for reflection and quiet interior growth. There is no relevance for one without the other,
they are interdependent and yet exclusive. We welcome both the seasons with same eagerness and
enthusiasm and make the best use of them for our personal enhancement. Let us accept good things and
bad things in life, for challenges form us into persons of character.
Wishing all of you the blessings of God,
Yours truly
Fr. Siby Joseph Vadakel sdb
(Principal - Don Bosco School, Bandel)

From the Editor's Desk
Greetings to all!
Welcome to the June edition of the school newsletter, DBB Beams.
Schools and institutions across the country have mostly signed in to their remote method of
teaching, the classroom teaching-learning process, and DBB has not been an exception. It
has been an amazing experience to welcome back all our beloved students to the school
premises, be it the tiny tots of Class I or the seniors who are preparing themselves for the
Board Examinations. The joy of meeting their classmates has made learning fun for all and
also enhanced the learning outcomes of all students.
May this learning experience help our students in all that they do and make them individuals of
whom DBB can be proud of.
We wish you success in all your endeavours and initiatives.
The Editorial Team
Ms. Pronomita Basu Das, Ms. Nandiny Majilya and Ms. Reshmi Mukherjee
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A VERY WARM AND HEARTFELT WELCOME TO
OUR NEW RECTOR, REV. FR. ANIL TOPPO SDB
AND OUR NEW VICE-PRINCIPAL, REV. FR. FRANCIS VADAKKEN SDB.
Your guidance, encouragement and support will lead us to greater heights.
We wish you good health and happiness.
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THE FIRST DAY OF THE ACADEMIC YEAR: 2022-2023
Following the students' gargantuan period of absence from the school, the gates were
finally reopened on the 7th of February, 2022. Students, teachers and the Salesians of our
beloved “second home” were able to, not only mingle with one another, but for the first
time in quite a long time, were able to function as a school together again. Of course, while
the joy of being able to interact with each other physically were present, they were greatly
overshadowed by the, unarguably, more important upcoming examinations, for students
and their superiors alike. Following the re-opening, the weeks were spent in preparation
for the examinations. The offline examinations began on the 21st of February and lasted
till the 11th of March. All the rigorous preparations and study boiled down to just this much.
Then, as is typical custom, by this point, the weeks following the end of examinations till
the report day are spent by the many pupils in their own ways, while it is the teaching staff
who must work thoroughly during this period. Some students wait in anxious anticipation,
while some others try and calculate exactly how many marks they are supposed to get,
going over every possible detail, while others become carefree and feel as if they have
been released of a great deal of responsibility. However, if there was even one emotion
that was common this time, it was the restlessness to meet fellow students, in an
unpressurized manner, without examinations looming over us.
Thus began a new chapter in many of our lives, the Academic Year 2022-2023.
The first day, that is, the 4th of April 2022, saw the students from classes 2-12 return to
their beloved “second home”, this time, with a feasible desire to begin afresh.
Some of the students belonging to the junior standards of 2 and 3 had never even known
physical classes up till now. Regardless, come what may, as said before, this was a
chance for many, if not most, to start anew, with a clean slate, keeping our essential
precautionary procedures in mind and practice.
The first day, for most of us, was a rejuvenating experience- not only the ability to interact
with each other, but also being able to experience the thrill of being in a new class,
physically, for the first time in two years.
As with the multitude of different students, personalities, and emotions, there were many
who spent the first day in many differential ways- some were simply happy to be able to
return to school, some were exuberant to meet their fellow students, perhaps a bit too
much, while for others, it was just a nice, pleasant, re-entrance. However, let us also not
forget to look at this from our superiors' point of view. The dearly beloved teachers, the
Salesians and the non-teaching staff have missed the students, as well. We cannot say
they do not share our mutual emotions, albeit only to some extent.
As for the school day itself, personally speaking, it was simply amazing!
Interacting with our friends, our teachers and the Salesians, physically; above all, it felt
hopeful-Hopeful that an entirely new, yet definitely not unfamiliar experience was to
ensue.
We have all been through enormous difficulties throughout the course of this pandemicsome have lost their sacred connections, some their occupations and some their family,
but we can only hope that there are better days ahead of us. Together, let us all walk along
this path together, with the blessings of the Almighty upon us.
- Shreyaj Halder (9C)
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PRAYER SERVICE - JUNIOR SECTION
Education teaches us compassion and values to children. It is very important
that every academic year begins with a prayer that gives divine guidance as
we march towards the teaching-learning process. It is a spirit of calmness that
assures us that all will be well. It is this prayer and our faith in God which
brought us back to school after the two long years of virtual class.
We had a short prayer service on 11th April, 2022 conducted by the teachers
of the Junior Section. It began with a short prayer which was followed by the
lighting of the lamp, a few readings from the holy books and concluded with
the pledge and Hymn to Don Bosco.
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PARENT TEACHERS' MEET (FOR CLASS I)
Parent Teachers' meeting is a great opportunity for both parents and teachers to develop a healthy and strong relationship for the
holistic development of a child. The first parent teachers' meeting of the scholastic year 2022-23 for the tiny tots of class 1 was held on
April 23, 2022. The meeting was scheduled from 9 a.m. onwards. Rev. Fr. Principal, Fr. Siby Joseph Vadakel, Junior section coordinator, Ms. Sumana Roy and the four class teachers of class 1- Ms. Martha Naskar, Ms. Rukeya Dey, Ms. Rupa Dey Mukherjee and
Ms. Sucharita Pal Chowdhury were present. Rev. Fr. Principal spoke to the parents about the rules and regulations of the school.
Simultaneously, a short documentary on Don Bosco and about Don Bosco Institutions in the province was also shown. After the
general meeting, one-to-one interaction between the class teacher and the parents were arranged for the development of the children
where both the strength and areas of improvement were discussed. The PTM came to an end with the conclusion that joint effort,
mutual understanding and co-operation of parents and teachers is very important for the holistic and behavioural grooming and
progress of the students.
Reported by Ms. Martha Naskar

AGREE TO DISAGREE : DEBATE COMPETITION AT DBL
A debate competition was
organised by Don Bosco
th
School, Liluah on 13 May,
2022. I, Swapnaneel Datta,
was selected to represent
our school in the senior
category of the event, while
Anamitro Pathak of Class
8B, was selected to
participate in the junior
category of the event.12
reputed schools across the
city took part in the
competition.
REASON, RELIGION and LOVING KINDNESS
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The motion was revealed to the participants via lottery, by the Principal of Don Bosco School Liluah, Rev. Fr Manoj Jose, exactly an
hour prior to the debate. The participants were then divided into two teams of six members each, with one team defending the motion,
and the other defeating the motion.
While cogitation, articulation of individual thoughts, and a fruitful exchange of philosophies are the most essential elements of a
debate, the motions picked through the lottery were very pertinent to the entire world community. The motion for the Junior Category
was another burning topic, “Social Media: A blessing or a curse in the era of the pandemic. “The debate proved to be extremely
fruitful, as participants presented their on-point research, and provided impeccable arguments to the house.

In the senior category of the event, the two teams defended or defeated the motion of the house: “Privatisation of public sectors is
nothing but the government's ploy to shrink it's responsibilities”. The two teams embarked upon the various pros and cons of
privatisation of public sectors. The speakers tried to analyse the effects it had on the tax-paying civilians of the nation. The debate
proved to be an extremely successful one as the debaters elevated the standards of debating to new heights.

As this event was a competition, there were merit awards too. To our elation, Anomitra Pathak of Class 8B had secured the Runnersup position among the speakers defending the motion in the Junior category, while I, Swapnaneel Datta, was declared the Winner
among the speakers defending the motion, in the Senior Category. Lastly, I was adjudged as the Best Speaker in the senior category
of the debate. On the contrary, it was indeed a learning experience for us, as it widened our perspective on the issues which continue to
impact civilian life across the globe on a daily basis. I would like to thank Ma'am Sumita Sil, for her efficient guidance, Rev Fr
Principal for his constant encouragement and support, and lastly, The Almighty for showering His blessings upon us.
- Swapnaneel Datta (12 A)
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MAY DAY CELEBRATION, 2022

The Senior Section of Don Bosco School, Bandel celebrated May Day on 29th April 2022 to offer our heartfelt gratitude to our respected
non-teaching staff, without whose active contribution we would not be able to smoothly carry out our regular activities. The event
commenced with a short speech on the significance of May Day and how it came into being. After the introduction, the students of class
12 rendered a short performance of Bharatanatyam. It was followed by a Vernacular Poetry recitation in both Hindi and Bengali by two
boys from class 12, followed by a Bengali drama called the “Obak Jolpaan” by Sukumar Ray, performed by the students of class 7. To
add on to the celebration, a musical fiesta comprising of a mix of the golden 90's and the trending Bollywood songs was organized. The
event concluded with Sir Sukanta and Reverend Father Principal enlightening us on the essence of May Day and the values we should
incorporate within ourselves in order to make the idea of celebrating May Day live within us throughout the year and in each of our
actions and interactions.
- Shaunak Saha (School Prefect)

REASON, RELIGION and LOVING KINDNESS
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VACCINATION
IN THE SCHOOL
PREMISES

AWARENESS PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS BY THE FOOD CORPORATION OF INDIA
Celebration of “Anna Yojana and Public Distribution” under the “Azadi ki Amrit Mahotsava” Initiative
“There is no higher religion than human service, to work for the
common good is the greatest creed”. Keeping these words of great
philosophical importance by Woodrow Wilson in mind, 8 students
from Don Bosco School Bandel participated in a two-day event
organised by the Divisional Office of the Food Corporation of India,
on the 11th and 12th of April,2022, along with many other reputed
schools across the district.
On the first day of the event, an orientation programme was
conducted by the FCI officials, to help the students to understand the
functions and operational procedures of the FCI. The orientation was
followed by an essay writing contest, with the topic being “Role of the
Food Corporation of India during the Pandemic”. This marked the
end of the proceedings of Day 1.
On the second day of the event, the proceedings began with a quiz
competition, followed by the speech of distinguished guests, which
was headlined by the presence of Shri Rajendra Prasad Lahauria,
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the General Manager of the Air Traffic control, Eastern Region,
Airport Authority of India. This was followed by the speech
competition, where contestants spoke on the National Food Security
situation in India and the role of the FCI during the pandemic.
The proceedings now arrived at the most anticipated segment, the
award distribution ceremony. To everyone's elation, Swapnaneel
Datta of Class 12A won the 1st position in the Essay Writing contest,
while Shraman Byapari of Class 12B secured the 3rd position in the
quiz contest. Swapnaneel Datta of Class 12A had also bagged the 2nd
position in the speech competition. Overall, Don Bosco School
Bandel secured the 2nd position in the Best School category. It was a
learning experience for the students, who understood the importance
of serving the society, as stated by the Father of the Nation, Mahatma
Gandhi - “The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the
service of others.”
- Swapnaneel Datta (12A)
REASON, RELIGION and LOVING KINDNESS

BOSCO SHOWTIME '22 - A MEMOIR
"Dreams don't work, unless you do."
Mankind has proved the veracity of this statement, time and again. Keeping the maxim in mind, some of the students of class 11 batch
(2021-22), under the enthusiastic guidance of Sir Suryadip Mukherjee, participated in the acclaimed Inter-school Short Film Festival
Bosco Showtime organised by Don Bosco School Liluah.
The theme for this year's film festival was "Moved by Hope: See I am making all things new." The festival was scheduled to be held
on 8th January 2022 initially, but due to the rising graph of the pandemic, the event was postponed to March and ultimately was
streamed on YouTube on 30th March 2022. The chief guest for the event was Md. Sahidur Rahaman, an actor known for Kaabil (2017),
The Last Koan (2019) and Bhaag Milkha Bhaag (2013).
With lots of enthusiasm, hope and vigour, 8 of us embarked on this
venture of exploring the world of cinematography - which was a
completely new experience for all of us. The period of three months
(from November '21 to January '22 and then March '22) had
exclusively harnessed our potential of teamwork, its sentiments and
happenings from various lenses and perspectives. Keeping in mind
the maxim "Cinema is a mirror of the society”, we decided to make a
short film depicting the life and struggles that a non-binary person,
who is a member of the LGBTQ Community, faces in the prevalent
quasi-liberal societal set-up. Our film was titled Ek Porshi Boshot
Korey - The Unidentified Address.
( এক পড়শী বসত কের - The Unidentified Address ).
The entire journey of making this film has not been a bed of roses - it
was entwined with ups and downs. Since all of us were novice in this
field of art, it took a lot of effort to write the script of the movie, choose
and train and ultimately shoot with the actors, choose the shooting
locations, edit and make the music for the film and most importantly,
since it was an independent film-making, it was extremely essential
to keep all arrangements within a very limited budget.
Sharing some pictures from this memorable journey:

Our Poster for the Film

Despite all the blues, our hard work bore fruit. Out of the six participating schools, and four awards (Best Cinematography, Best
Editing, Best Actor/Actress, Best Film), Don Bosco School Bandel bagged three awards - Best Cinematography (Azal Hussain),
Best Actor (Kingshuk Batabyal) and Best Film.

REASON, RELIGION and LOVING KINDNESS
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With Almighty's grace and blessings, and with the constant support and guidance of our teacher-in-charge Sir Suryadip Mukherjee,
Ma'am Shampa Chakraborty and our Rev. Fr. Principal, Father Siby Vadakel, and our parents, we could accomplish this venture
successfully and come out with the desired results.
Team DBB comprised of:
Script Writer
: Tamoghna Chowdhury
Director
: Shaunak Saha
Cinematographer : Azal Hussain
Actors
: Kingshuk Batabyal, Swapnaneel Dutta
and Anuttam Mazumdar.
Editor
: Pratik Mishra
Music Director and Assistant Editor: Charles Subhrojit Powel .
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As a note of conclusion, we add that we earnestly hope students
from the upcoming batches would be enthusiastic to carry on
this name of DBB and shine with their work in future as well !
- Tamoghna Chowdhury (12A)
This is the link for the YouTube video where our short film was
shown. Please go to the 57:55 minutes portion of the video to
see our film.
https://youtu.be/5drUe6aAJuA
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